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Features: 
- Compact size  
- Lightweight  
- Full aluminium casing  
- High torque 
- Precise and Smooth motion control  
- Multiple communication options  
- High frequency signal pass-through  
- Low power consumption  
- Integrated GPS/GNSS receiver  
- Integrated IMU  
- Target tracking 
- Auto levelling  

Applications: 
- Target acquisition system 
- Front line observer  
- UAV antenna tracker  
- Mobile data/video link  
- Portable observation platform 



For its small size and low weight it packs a lot of torque. With its 
lean high gear-ratio and self locking feature it is able to handle 
payloads up to 12 kg. Its speed ranges from 0.002 deg/s up to 
35 deg/s on both axes achieving positioning accuracy < 0.05 
deg. This unit stands out not only performance wise, but it also 
has integrated an extensive set of features. Equipped with a cut-
ting edge GPS/GNSS receiver it is able to give out units position 
with positioning error < 1.5 m. This feature combined with also 
integrated IMU give unit the ability to perform complex target 
tracking and target acquisition. All algorithms are a part of its 
standard FW package.  

Unit is provided with a full dll library and an example project which 
enables the user to quickly start using all of units features and 
implement them in their own software solution.  
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UAV TRACKER 

Dat-Con UAV tracking solution is a compact portable system. It 
uses high performance integrated GNSS, IMU and tracking al-
gorithm. It innovative design enables the user to use single con-
nection to operate it. To ensure continuous power supply it has 
an integrated battery that will keep the whole system running 
for up to 12h.  

Features: 
- Compact size  
- Changeable battery  
- Single connection solution 
- Extended autonomy  
- OEM antenna options  
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BOPAS 2.0 Portable observation platform 

BOPAS is a portable observation system that is being used by 
various police and military forces across the globe. In 2016 we 
made mayor updates to the system and made lighter, easier to 
use and extended its operation time. It consists of Dat-Con hi-end 
moving platform Crawler, Junction box with advanced power and 
communication distribution module and a tripod with integrated 
battery.   
New moving platform gives the system unique ability to perform 
precise targeting tasks. Extended speed range also makes it 
perfect for automatic scanning. It uses a self-locking drive with 
high gear ratio which gives it extra torque and enables it to move 
ultra-slow in a long-range observation application.      
Advanced power management and integrated changeable bat-
tery system extends its operation time to more than 12h. With 
the second battery to more than 24 h.  

Features: 
- Lighter design  
- Lower weight  
- Hi performance pan-tilt  
- Broadband signal pass-through 
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Front line observer

In a precision demanding application like front line observing 
there is a need for a unit with high accuracy and stability. Dat-
Con pan-tilt units use a special dual measuring system where 
movement is measured on motor shaft and on the unit output 
shaft. With this system we are able to compensate for all me-
chanical and measurement errors that normally occur.   
Units have an integrated high precision IMU and GNSS receiv-
er, which is used for precise levelling and equipment alignment. 
Different external IMUs and GNSS receivers are also supported. 

Features: 
* Compact and rugged size  
* Automatic levelling system  
* Mechanical alignment interface  
* Single connection solution  
* Multiple communication options  
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